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Dear ABC,

Thanks for choosing http://www.indastro.com

 

We have been providing Astrology Consultation and advice on true Vedic principles since the year 2000. 
Over two million customers have benefited with our free and premium services till date. We have 
prepared Amala Yoga analysis with 5 yrs Scan:

 
1.
Effects of Amala Yoga:
Amala Yoga occurs when a natural benefic planet - Venus, Mercury or Jupiter is placed in the 10th house from 
the ascendant or from the Moon. 
These are the three noble planets which being in this position, bestow positivity in actions, and promote good 
deeds and practices in all spheres of life and good gains arising out of such actions. 
These effects will further translate into a long successful life, many achievements and much popularity and honor
for a native and will also offer benefits to all who are associated to the holder of this great yoga. 
Thus the person having this yoga in his chart will do a lot of good deeds for welfare of others in the society.
   
2.
How the yoga forms & which house are involved in your birth chart in its formation:  

In your birth chart, Venus is placed in her own sign Taurus in the 10th house from your Moon sign Leo.
Thus a valid Amala yoga is formed.
Jupiter very favorably aspects the wealth house and property house from both ascendant and from Moon.
However the reference planet Moon [planet of financial stability] is very weak and has very poor digbala 
[directional strength] and hence Moon is inactive in giving good results.
Further Moon is conjunct with Rahu.
Aspect of Jupiter on Moon is not useful since Jupiter carries the adverse effects of Saturn.
Venus, Yoga planet, though well placed in own sign, is fully combust.
Venus also has very poor digbala and auspiciousness and is inactive for offering good results.
Venus is placed at the center of the nodal axis.
Thus your yoga does not enjoy a strong formation and hence reliability of good effects is quite restricted.
  
3.
Principles on which Amala Yoga operates:
The tenth house in any horoscope, refers to, among many other matters, one’s activities, occupation, temporal 
honors, travel to other countries, self respect, knowledge and dignity and means of livelihood.
Out of all these the most important point is the sense of dignity [quite different from self importance or ego] and 
therefore this is the most important house in a birth chart and is considered to be its backbone. 
Any good or bad planet, placed in this house, will much influence the trends and quality of actions that the native
will go for and also the results of such actions.
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Thus benefic planets placed in this house will guide an individual to good and societal actions that are inclusive 
in nature and directed at benefits for the native as well for others.
The planets Jupiter, Venus and Mercury are the three natural benefic planets and they cause Amala yoga when 
placed in this house.

Venus and Mercury aspect the 7th house from their position and thus they bring auspiciousness and benefit to 

the 4th house of education, property and home life in addition to the 10th house.

Since Jupiter favorably aspects the 5th, 7th and the 9th houses from his position in the 10th house, benefits will 

accrue to the 2nd house of wealth, 4th house of education, property and home life and 6th house of service 
career, obstructions and debts in one’s birth chart.

Thus location of Jupiter in the 10th house will offer much more positive results, provided Jupiter is not in 
debilitation or otherwise afflicted.
 
4.
How to best utilize Amala Yoga for success:
It is always the best, to NOT depend on any good yoga but to utilize its supports for maximum benefit when you 
get the chance. 
This will imply that you must work very hard to earn better and hold on to the money that you earn, while you 
help others to grow and stay on the right path always to achieve good success in life and maintain a good image 
for yourself. 
Your natural intelligence and proficiency in any area of life is of high order.
In order to get the full benefit of your Yoga, you will need to develop more self control and avoid sudden emotive 
actions in earning or in spending or in dealing with others [Mars aspects Mercury, the planet of judgment, 
communication and investment while Mars is square to natal Saturn and aspects the loss house and also the 
ascendant].
Any possible inclination for restlessness to reach your ambitions or any tendency to keep your needs ahead of 
others’ should be avoided with care.
Otherwise this may adversely affect your attitude about various actions and speech, your financial balance and 
also your personal image and popularity too easily and can even disturb your physical vitality that is necessary 
for sustained earning, holding more money and building and maintaining a high image.
You will also often find that at certain times you have some mental instability or emotional imbalance along with 
weakness of health [Moon – MIND - is adversely conjunct with Rahu while Mercury – BRAIN - is opposite to 
Saturn].
Such unevenness of feelings and thoughts can adversely affect your observation, perception, interpretation, 
speech and action in all matters or events of life and can ruin the good image that you want and also deserve.
This emotional imbalance has to be removed by your own free will or at least reduced to the extent possible.
Otherwise these can bring you to face a wall and your desires and ambitions can be strongly opposed as you 
may lose your opportunities for growth through displeasures of seniors [Sun, the gain house lord, is placed at the
center of the nodal axis] and also lose your hard earned money through inimical actions of your opportunistic 
associates and losing your image in front of others.
Career, income and personal image can be the areas that can be most easily affected if you are not in full 
control of yourself at the right time.
Therefore your reactions need to be willfully moderated wherever and whenever possible.
Only ethical and above board actions will give you good results.
Cooperate to get cooperation and always follow the path of give and take, tolerance, obedience and discipline.
Very strictly shun investing in speculative areas and keep your social life away from your money.
 
5.
Remedies:
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The following remedies can help to promote and protect the yoga effects:
Avoid any wrong or unworthy or unfair action.
Stay grounded always.
Avoid shortcuts and optimizations.
Chant or listen to “Sri Lalitha Sahashranama” everyday.
Even silent chanting will do.
  
6.
Times in life when Amala Yoga effects would manifest:
Any yoga will operate during the main or sub periods of the yoga planets.
Thus in your case the main or sub period of Venus will give the good results of the yoga.
The next five years [till 15 Jun 2021] will be ruled by the main period of Rahu and sub periods of Moon and Mars 
till 05 Mar 2018 and then by the main period of Jupiter and sub periods of Jupiter and a part of sub period of 
Saturn.
Since no period of Venus is ruling, the yoga effects within the next five years will not be directly visible.
But from after 14 Aug 2016 transit Jupiter will move through Virgo sign [the wealth house from Moon] and will 
very positively aspect the yoga planet natal Venus in Taurus in your career house from Moon.
This position of transit Jupiter is very positive and this positivity will continue till the middle of Aug 2017.
Transit Jupiter also very favorably aspects the home/property house from ascendant at this stage.
Thus you will get much support to get a good pay hike in your job that is better than what you anticipate.
This can happen during the period till the middle of Aug 2017.
No promotion or change of job or role may be possible till 27 Oct 2017 while an expansion of your role will be 
quite possible after 27 Oct 2017 and you will do well to accept such an offer when it arrives.
The new role will bring you more power and advanced income while you will have more responsibilities in this 
new role.
During the period after 27 Oct 2017 till 15 Jun 2021 you will be much successful in handling your role at work 
and make way for future growth points, provided you act with due focus and effort and maintain good 
relationship with all.
The Amala yoga will help you on yet another major count.

During the period till 27 Oct 2017, transit Saturn will remain in Scorpio in the 2nd house from ascendant and in 

the 4th house from Moon and this can impose major expenses on you in areas related to your home or 
residence or any other property or related to your mother and family.
But the very positive effects of the yoga will successfully tone down such events and will also guide you in your 
day to day decision making.
Overall the good effects of the yoga will remain steadily available to the due degree and will successfully push 
you to progress in your career, and benefits and better image through it, despite the above obstructions. 
It will also help you to handle your expanded role quite efficiently and earn a good name for yourself. 
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Best Regards,
 

Pt. Punarvasu

 

Click here to upgrade your Membership. Upgrading to Paid Membership will get you monthly consultations at 
huge discount and many other benefits. 

 

You may also like:

Detailed Horoscope Reading 

Career Analysis Report

Composite Astrology report   (a more than 40 page life report for you)

   Web chat consultation with Pt. Punravasu

 

Please Note: All predictions and opinion provided are based on the birth data provided by the querist. Any 
discrepancy or doubt about the birth details can render the entire opinion unreliable.
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You may also be interested is
Our other Consultation related reports

         Specific questions Career-questions  
Health –questions Urgent Questions  
Love Questions

www.indastro.com
Indianet Consultants,

D-19 & 31, South Extension - 1, 
New Delhi- 110049, India.

Tel: +91 11 2465 4365,
ccare@indastro.com

Now Consult Our Astrologer Live on Phone/Video/Web Chat
For Personal Consultation. Click Here
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